
 
 

Job Description 
 
Role:    Broadly Staff Writer 
Reporting to:  Broadly UK Editor  
    
 
 
Role: 
As Staff Writer you will be reporting to the UK Editor and researching, writing, sub editing and 
proofing first-class editorial content. You will also be partly responsible for bringing in talented 
freelance writers where possible to add to Broadly’s writing network and commissioning these 
writers, though your primary focus will remain on your own articles. 
 
Responsibilities: 

 Research and write 4-5 articles per week for Broadly. 

 Sub articles for Broadly. 

 Contribute to content ideas generation for publications and proposals. 

 Bring in stories and contributors across all VICE properties. 

 Build an extensive and relevant contacts database that serves as a source for content ideas 
and expert comment. 

 Represent Broadly’s editorial team at internal and external meetings, as and when required. 
  
Other: 

 To undertake such other tasks including general administrative duties as may be required 
from time to time 

 To be an ambassador for the business at all times. 
 
 
 
How to apply; email your CV to ukrecruitment@vice.com with two examples of past articles and five 
pitches that you think would work well on Broadly (See the writer guidelines below, for an 
understanding of what we’re looking for). Please include the reference “Broadly Staff Writer” in the 
application subject line. 
 
Please note; pitches do not all have to be incredibly ambitious; almost everyone at Broadly writes a 
mix of features and shorter reported pieces. However, at least one should be for a longer feature or 
profile, and at least one should be for a fairly time-sensitive shorter post—something that happened 
in January or is happening later in this month. 
 
Please include your notice period and salary expectations in your application. 
 
We look forward to hearing from you! 
 
If you do not hear back from us within one month of applying then unfortunately your application 
has been unsuccessful. Thank you once again for applying and we wish you success in your future 
career.  
 
 

mailto:ukrecruitment@vice.com


 

Writer Guidelines  

 

For the most part, we do not publish think pieces or op-eds. We try to stay away from articles you 

could write from your couch without any research or reporting. That means that you need to get 

original quotes, statistics, studies, or other outside information to back up any claims you make in 

work you submit to us.  

 

We also do not publish reactionary pieces. Nothing like "[Someone] Said [Something]. Here's Why 

She's Wrong.” Or "No, [Someone], [Something] Does NOT [Whatever]. If you want to discuss an 

issue, do it through original reporting, not through correcting or calling out someone else. For 

example, a well-researched and reported article called “The Troubled History of Men In Feminism” is 

good, whereas a blog post titled “Why Emma Watson’s UN Speech on Men in Feminism Is WRONG” 

is bad. 

 

If you're writing a piece of cultural criticism, it's helpful to ask yourself, "Has this been said before?" 

If the answer is yes, then either think of a different angle or don't pitch it. If the answer is, "Yes, by 

several different people," thinking of a new angle probably isn't even worth it.  

 

Don’t send us boring stuff.  

 

Things we like:  

 

● Engaging, original reporting. Reported pieces can range from a shorter article about insane 

abortion legislation to a massive investigative piece about the US Army covering up a 

murder of a trans woman to a dispatch from a weekend spent at a notorious party house in 

Florida.  

● Profiles of fascinating people—especially if they're normally overlooked, either because 

people don't know about them or because people don't take them seriously. Underground 

icons or unappreciated celebrities whose work is rarely contextualized in the history of 

popular culture or gender are good examples.  

● Well-written, clever, and/or moving personal essays, especially if they explore a topic that's 

not normally discussed. If an essay isn't thoughtfully written, it doesn't matter how 

amazing or odd of a story it tells. Some personal essays we’ve enjoyed on VICE.com: “My 

Grandma the Poisoner,” “I Traveled to Egypt for a Miracle Cure for My ALS,” “I Was a 

Suspected School Shooter,” “Trying to Understand the English Gays at Oxford.”   

● Interviews with artists/writers/creators/witches/cool people/whatever, in which no one is 

asked, "Do you consider yourself a feminist?" unless it's actually relevant. Subjects can range 

from someone who makes YouTube videos about giving amazing blowjobs to an interview 

with a woman who makes robots to Kathleen Hanna. It helps a lot if there’s a news peg.  

 

http://www.vice.com/read/alabama-fetus-lawyers-282
http://www.vice.com/read/the-trial-of-a-us-marine-accused-of-killing-a-trans-filipina-woman-starts-today-will-he-go-free
http://www.vice.com/read/the-sausage-castle-is-the-most-depraved-and-holsome-house-in-florida-456
http://www.vice.com/read/john-waters-kidnapping-0000468-v21n10
http://www.vice.com/read/john-waters-kidnapping-0000468-v21n10
http://www.vice.com/read/how-nick-jonas-became-the-king-of-twinks-567
http://www.vice.com/read/my-gandma-the-poisoner-0000474-v21n10
http://www.vice.com/read/my-gandma-the-poisoner-0000474-v21n10
http://www.vice.com/read/divine-intervention-0000603-v22n3
http://www.vice.com/read/i-was-a-suspected-school-shooter
http://www.vice.com/read/i-was-a-suspected-school-shooter
http://www.vice.com/en_uk/read/trying-to-understand-the-english-gays-at-oxford
http://www.vice.com/read/sex-tips-from-the-internets-weirdest-sex-expert-079
http://www.vice.com/read/erin-gee-makes-feminist-robots-that-respond-to-human-emotion-456
http://www.vice.com/read/kathleen-hanna-talks-about-her-new-documentary-punk-singer

